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*************************************************************************** 

Once more the linking to the OT and NT passages in the current series “Taking Care of Business” 
proves to be too shallow and superficial for legitimate Bible study. It is based only on a word overlap of 
“creation” in part of Romans eight with a small snatch from one of the creation stories in Genesis. The 
resulting study of Romans eight reveals it is pointed in a different direction from the Genesis material. 
Consequently, we will focus on Paul’s letter to the Christians at Rome. Additionally, an inappropriate seg-
ment of text was chosen, so we will focus on the natural unit of idea expression in verses eighteen through 
thirty instead. 

I. Context 
Both levels of contextual understanding of the pericope in vv. 18-30 are important for clear understand-

ing of Paul’s ideas. Fortunately, both the historical and literary settings are relatively easy to determine. 

 a. Historical 
The external history of Romans is one of the more certain issues of any of the documents in the 

New Testament. The letter was written from Corinth during Paul’s third missionary journey as he was 
preparing to return to Jerusalem to conclude this missionary effort. Central to this trip was the carrying of 
a substantial relief offering back to Palestine in order to help Jewish Christians there who were undergoing 
severe hardships due to an extensive famine that struck that part of the Mediterranean world in the 50s and 
also due to growing persecution of Christians by the Jewish authorities throughout Palestine. After a lengthy 
ministry in Ephesus (Acts 19:1-41), Paul had concluded that he would revisit the churches from Philippi to 
Corinth before going to Jerusalem, and then he planned to go to Rome as Luke describes in Acts 19:21-22 
(NRSV): “21 Now after these things had been accomplished, Paul resolved in the Spirit to go through Macedonia and 
Achaia, and then to go on to Jerusalem. He said, "After I have gone there, I must also see Rome." 

In his letter to the Roman Christians he laid out his plans for visiting them (Rom. 15:22-29, NRSV): 
“22 This is the reason that I have so often been hindered from coming to you. 23 But now, with no further place 

for me in these regions, I desire, as I have for many years, to come to you 24 when I go to Spain. For I do hope to 
see you on my journey and to be sent on by you, once I have enjoyed your company for a little while. 25 At present, 
however, I am going to Jerusalem in a ministry to the saints; 26 for Macedonia and Achaia have been pleased to 
share their resources with the poor among the saints at Jerusalem. 27 They were pleased to do this, and indeed 
they owe it to them; for if the Gentiles have come to share in their spiritual blessings, they ought also to be of 
service to them in material things. 28 So, when I have completed this, and have delivered to them what has been 
collected, I will set out by way of you to Spain; 29 and I know that when I come to you, I will come in the fullness of 
the blessing of Christ.” 

His ultimate intention was to preach the gospel in the western side of the Mediterranean just as he had 
been doing in the eastern Mediterranean up to that point. Thus he hoped that Rome would become a base 
of operational support for this just as Antioch had been for his ministry in the eastern part. All this is taking 
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place during the middle 50s of the first Christian century. What Paul didn’t realize was that God had a 
somewhat different itinerary for him. The return trip to Jerusalem would become a significant revising of 
those plans. Paul did make it to Rome, but as a prisoner of the Roman government. Whether or not he 
ever made it to Spain is quite doubtful. Nothing inside the documents of the New Testament suggest that he 
did, and the Pastoral Epistles (1-2 Timothy and Titus) would suggest that he didn’t. But that’s jumping 
ahead of our story. 

When the composition of this letter took place at Corinth, Paul had never visited Rome. He knew some 
of the members of the Christian community there via contacts with them in other places as the long 
segment of greetings in the Conclusio in Rom. 16:1-16 suggests. The letter was intended to be a lengthy 
introduction of Paul and his gospel to the Christian community there with the hope that they would respond 
in support of his anticipated ministry to the west. 

As a consequence, Romans has a different tone and thrust to it than is found in the other letters in the 
Pauline corpus of the New Testament. The ideas are tightly woven together and progress in a rather clear 
manner from the beginning to the end of the Body proper of the letter (1:16-15:13). This purpose behind the 
writing played a role in generating this distinctive style, but also important was the role that Tertius played. 
As he indicated in Rom. 16:22, (“I Tertius, the writer of this letter, greet you in the Lord.”), Tertius was the one who 
did the actual writing of the letter. Paul dictated the outline of the contents to him for composition. The use 
of a writing secretary was normative in the ancient world, and Paul employed one for the writing of every 
one of his letters, as he implied in 2 Thess. 3:17 (NRSV): “I, Paul, write this greeting with my own hand. This is 
the mark in every letter of mine; it is the way I write.” The normal pattern was for the sender(s) of a formal letter 
to dictate the contents to a writing secretary, and then take pen in hand to write the Conclusio section in his 
own hand writing as a verification of the contents of the letter, since the readers would be familiar with the 
sender’s own personal handwriting. Although Paul didn’t know all the members at Rome, he knew enough 
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of them personally, so that these individuals could verify Paul’s distinctive style of writing. 

 b. Literary 
Chapter 8 falls in the body proper of the letter, about mid point. Typically, the body section is under-

stood to cover 1:16 to 15:13. The first eleven chapters deal with the matter of God’s righteousness and 
how sinners can come to a place of acceptance before a holy and righteous God. The key theme of Paul 
here is “justification by faith in Jesus Christ.” Chapters twelve through fifteen then deal with the outworking 
of that divine righteousness in the believer’s daily life. 

Most scholars will understand that chapters one through four deal mainly with the issue of justification justification 
as a theme of salvation, i.e., soteriology. Then, chapters five through eight treat the love of God flowing into 
the believer’s life, sometimes labeled as sanctification. As N. T. Wright (“Romans,” New Interpreters Bible, 
iPreach) has observed: 

Romans 5—8 is a majestic statement of some of Paul’s greatest themes. The love of God embodied in Jesus’ 
death; the hope, even during suffering, enjoyed by God’s justified people; Jesus’ reversal of Adam’s sin and its 
effects; Christian freedom from sin, the law and death itself; the life-giving leading of the Spirit. Parts of this section 
are sure to feature in anyone’s selection of favorite biblical passages. Countless Christians, faced with life’s 
greatest trials, have found strength and joy in Paul’s closing words: “Neither height nor depth nor any other 
creature shall be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord” (8:39). 

At the same time, these chapters contain some of Paul’s densest and most difficult writing. The Adam/Christ 
contrast of 5:12-21 is cryptic and elliptical: trying to read its Greek after the measured sentences of 5:1-11 is like 
turning from Rembrandt to Picasso. Chapter 7 has produced dozens of conflicting interpretations: it has been both 
hailed as a profound analysis of the human condition and dismissed as a tortured and self-contradictory rambling. 
The description of cosmic liberation (8:19-22) is seen by some as a great climax, by others as an irrelevant aside. 
The section offers, in short, just what every Pauline exegete really wants: good, strong themes to enjoy, knotty 
problems to puzzle over. 
Prof. Wright, however, questions the frequent Protestant labeling of chaps 5-8 as sanctification, with 

good reason: 
Romans 5—8 has played a vital role in mainstream Protestant readings of Romans. If chaps. 1—4 are held to be 

about “justification by faith,” this section, starting from this point (5:1), is about something that follows from justifica-
tion. Since the Reformers’ exposition of justification regularly led to the question of Christian behavior, often framed in 
some such way as in 6:1 or 6:15, and since the word “sanctification” occurs twice in chap. 6 (vv. 19, 22), some 
concluded that chaps. 1—4 were “about” “justification,” and chaps. 5—8 were “about” “sanctification.” However, though 
there is indeed a sequence of thought from justification to something else in these chapters, this particular reading is 
unlikely to be accurate. The scarcity of the word “sanctification,” and the fact that when Paul sums up the argument in 
8:30 the final line reads “those he justified, them he also glorified,” point in a rather different direction. If 1—4 is in any 
sense “about” justification, we might expect 5—8 to be “about” glorification.171 

Chapters nine through eleven proceed to discuss the issue of Israel’s rejection of God’s anointed 
Messiah and how that could happen. Paul’s sees it both has an expression of God’s sovereignty and 
Jewish hardness of heart, and as the opportunity for the non-Jewish world to share in the new covenant 
established by Jesus through his atoning death on Calvary. 

Chapter eight of Romans then comes as the climatic part of the second major section of chapters five 
through eight. As Bunyan described it in Pilgrim’s Progress, Romans eight stands as “golden stepping 
stones out of the slew of despondency.” 

Prof. Wright also notes regarding these chapters how chapter eight fits into the inner structure of these 
four chapters: 

This sequence of thought is opened up initially with four paragraphs of very similar length (5:1-11, 12-21; 6:1- 
11, 12-23), each rounded off with a christological formula that is not just added on for effect but sums up the 
paragraph. This then gives rise to two larger expositions. The first concerns the law: this is introduced in 7:1-6 and 
developed in 7:7—8:11. While completing this subject, 8:1-11 simultaneously introduces the second theme, that 
of the Spirit and of Christian and cosmic hope (8:1-30). Paul then returns to the topics with which the section 
began (8:31-39 repeats the themes of 5:1-11, with all the rhetorical stops pulled out), concluding once more with 
an emphatic christological summary. 
Thus, our study focuses on one of the most profound expressions of religious thought to be found in 

the Bible, and contains some of the most encouraging words that Christians can glean from scripture. 
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GNT 
8:18  Logivzomai ga;r 

o{ti oujk a[xia ta; paqhvmata 
tou÷ nu÷n kairou÷ pro;¿ th;n 
mevllousan dovxan 
ajpokalufqh÷nai eij¿ hJma÷¿. 
8:19  hJ ga;r ajpokaradokiva 
th÷¿ kti vsew¿ th;n 
ajpokavluyin tw÷n uiJw÷n tou÷ 
qeou÷ ajpekdevcetai.   8:20 
th÷ /  ga;r mataiovthti h J 
kti vsi¿ uJpetavgh, oujc 
eJkou÷sa ajlla; dia; to;n 
uJpotavxanta, ejf! eJlpivdi 
8:21  o{ti kai; aujth; hJ ktivsi¿ 
ejleuqerwqhvsetai ajpo; th÷¿ 
douleiva¿ th÷¿ fqora÷¿ eij¿ 
th;n ejleuqerivan th÷¿ dovxh¿ 
tw÷n tevknwn tou÷ qeou÷. 
8:22  oi[damen ga;r o{ti 
pa÷sa hJ ktivsi¿ sustenavzei 
kai; sunwdivnei a[cri tou÷ 
nu÷n:   8:23  ouj movnon dev, 
a jlla; kai ; aujtoi ; th ;n 
ajparch;n tou÷ pneuvmato¿ 
e[conte¿, hJmei÷¿ kai; aujtoi; 
ejn eJautoi÷¿ stenavzomen 
ui Joqesivan 
ajpekdecovmenoi, th;n 
ajpoluvtrwsin tou÷ 
swvmato¿ hJmw÷n.   8:24  th÷/ 
ga;r ejlpivdi ejswvqhmen: 
ejlpi;¿ de; blepomevnh oujk 
e[stin ejlpiv¿:  o} ga;r blevpei 
tiv¿ ejlpivzei_   8:25  eij de; o} 
ouj blevpomen ejlpivzomen, 
di! u Jpomonh÷¿ 
ajpekdecovmeqa. 

NASB 
18 For I consider that 

the sufferings of this 
present time are not wor-
thy to be compared with 
the glory that is to be re-
vealed to us. 19 For the 
anxious longing of the 
creation waits eagerly for 
the revealing of the sons 
of God. 20 For the cre-
ation was subjected to 
futility, not willingly, but 
because of Him who sub-
jected it, in hope 21 that 
the creation itself also will 
be set free from its sla-
very to corruption into the 
freedom of the glory of 
the children of God. 22 
For we know that the 
whole creation groans 
and suffers the pains of 
childbirth together until 
now. 23 And not only this, 
but also we ourselves, 
having the first fruits of 
the Spirit, even we our-
selves groan within our-
selves, waiting eagerly 
for our adoption as sons, 
the redemption of our 
body. 24 For in hope we 
have been saved, but 
hope that is seen is not 
hope; for who hopes for 
what he already sees? 
25 But if we hope for 
what we do not see, with 
perseverance we wait 
eagerly for it. 

NRSV 
18 I consider that the 

sufferings of this present 
time are not worth com-
paring with the glory 
about to be revealed to 
us. 19 For the creation 
waits with eager longing 
for the revealing of the 
children of God; 20 for the 
creation was subjected 
to futility, not of its own 
will but by the will of the 
one who subjected it, in 
hope 21 that the creation 
itself will be set free from 
its bondage to decay and 
will obtain the freedom of 
the glory of the children 
of God. 22 We know that 
the whole creation has 
been groaning in labor 
pains until now; 23 and 
not only the creation, but 
we ourselves, who have 
the first fruits of the Spirit, 
groan inwardly while we 
wait for adoption, the re-
demption of our bodies. 
24 For in hope we were 
saved. Now hope that is 
seen is not hope. For 
who hopes for what is 
seen? 25 But if we hope 
for what we do not see, 
we wait for it with pa-
tience. 

NLT 
18 Yet what we suf-

fer now is nothing com-
pared to the glory he will 
give us later. 19 For all 
creation is waiting ea-
gerly for that future day 
when God will reveal who 
his children really are. 20 
Against its will, every-
thing on earth was sub-
jected to God's curse. 21 
All creation anticipates 
the day when it will join 
God's children in glorious 
freedom from death and 
decay. 22 For we know 
that all creation has been 
groaning as in the pains 
of childbirth right up to the 
present time. 23 And 
even we Christians, al-
though we have the Holy 
Spirit within us as a fore-
taste of future glory, also 
groan to be released 
from pain and suffering. 
We, too, wait anxiously 
for that day when God will 
give us our full rights as 
his children, including the 
new bodies he has prom-
ised us. 24 Now that we 
are saved, we eagerly 
look forward to this free-
dom. For if you already 
have something, you 
don't need to hope for it. 
25 But if we look forward 
to something we don't 
have yet, we must wait 
patiently and confidently. 

II. Message 
The internal structure of verses 18 through 30 divides into two sections: (1) coming glory, vv. 18-25, 

and (2) divine help, vv. 26-30. 

 a. Coming Glory, vv. 18-25 

Notes: 
The lead declaration in verse eighteen sets the tone for these verses: “I consider that the sufferings of 

this present time are not worth comparing with the glory about to be revealed to us” (NRSV). The contrast 
is between sufferings in the present and glory in the coming future. In order to develop this contrast Paul 
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underscores that all of God’s creation is anxiously looking forward to that coming day of glory because of 
the struggles being experienced presently. 

Eugene Nida and Barclay Newman in the Helps for Translators volume on Romans correctly call 
attention to an important background concept here: 

Paul’s contrast between the present time with its evil and suffering and “the coming age” with its glory that is going 
to be revealed reflects the Jewish and Christian belief in two ages. According to this belief the present age is 
characterized by the forces of evil exerting themselves and so causing sin and suffering. But the “coming age” is 
the age in which God’s rule will be fully revealed and the power of evil destroyed. When this happens, all sin and 
suffering will cease, and men of faith will enjoy the benefits of God’s presence. 

The two age concept represents a division of human history into two periods with the coming of the 
Messiah as the transitional point from the first period to the second. This kind of thinking first surfaces in 
Jewish writings in the intertestamental period between the Old and New Testaments. It is adopted by 
numerous writers in the New Testament, especially by John and Paul. The Christian modification of this 
schema is the belief that Christ is that promised Messiah and will make two appearances: His incarnation 
with earthly ministry and then His return at the close of human history. Thus we as Christians are living in 
that period between these two comings, and that Christ’s first coming signals the last phases of the first 
period. Thus the Christian’s hope is to be focused on the return of Christ, since it will usher in the second 
period of divine blessings for eternity. 

Gary Steven Shogren, in “Age, Ages,” Baker’s Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology, has a helpful 
summation of early Jewish and Christian perspectives on this concept of two ages: 

This Age and the Age to Come. The Old Testament predicts the future coming of God or the Messiah; most 
forms of postbiblical Judaism (see esp. 2 Esdras) go further and differentiate this age from the age to come, which 
is also known as the kingdom of God. This two-age schema is echoed in Matthew 12:32 and Ephesians 1:21, but 
the New Testament transforms the traditional pattern: with the coming of Christ, the blessings of the future are 
manifested among God's people in the present age (cf. Heb 6:5). 

In terms of this age as a time of sin and darkness, aion [aijwvn] is sometimes synonymous with kosmos or "the 
world" (cf. Mark 4:19; Rom 12:2; 1 Col 1:20). During this time, Satan appears as the "god" of this age (2 Col 4:4) 
and sin prevails (Gal 1:4; 2 Tim 4:10; Titus 2:12). The citizens of this age are living in darkness and must rely on the 
devices of their own human wisdom (Luke 16:8; 1 Col 1:20; 2:6, 8; 3:18). But so long as Christians remain in the 
world, they are cheered by the spiritual presence of Jesus until the close of this age (Matt 28:20). 

Cataclysmic signs will signal the close of the present era (synteleia [tou] aionos, Matt 24:3). According to the 
New Testament, the end of the age will bring the return of Christ and the judgment of the wicked (Matt 13:39-40,49). 

When the age to come arrives, the dead will rise to inherit eternal life (Luke 20:34-35). Jewish and later 
Christian apocalypticists loved to speculate about the blessings of this future age, but the simple message of the 
Bible is that the coming age will bring a good inheritance (Mark 10:30; Luke 18:30). Paul's advice to Christians is 
to invest for the age to come by practicing generosity and good deeds in this present age (1 Ti 6:17-19). 
Thus to understand Paul here we need to see clearly the background that he is working from. And also 

important is the way his thought unfolds in verses eighteen through twenty-five. Essentially it flows around 
three segments: 

1) Core declaration about the coming glory (v. 18) 
2) Creation’s longing for the coming glory (vv. 19-21) 
3) Believers’ awaiting that day of glory (vv. 22-25) 

1) Core declaration about the coming glory (v. 18). Some more details on verse 18 will be helpful. 
N.T. Wright in the Romans volume of the New Interpreter’s Bible (iPreach) has some valuable insights: 

By way of explanation of his cryptic opening statement in 8:17 (the connective is gar, omitted in the NIV and the 
NRSV), Paul launches the substance of this paragraph with a somewhat expanded declaration of where his 
calculations about the future have taken him (“I consider” in the NIV and the NRSV translates logivzomai [logizomai], 
the same bookkeeping metaphor as was used in 3:28; 6:11). This is not merely a feeling or a private opinion: It is 
something Paul has thought through. It fits together logically. The main point, echoing 2 Cor 4:17, is that the glory 
that is to be revealed will far outweigh the sufferings that have to be endured in the present. The idea that, because 
Christians are “in Christ,” the true life is already present, but hidden, and waiting to be revealed when Christ is 
finally revealed in glory, is familiar elsewhere in Paul (e.g., Col 3:1-4). Paul’s wording here, though, is slightly 
unexpected: he speaks of “the glory that is to be revealed toward us, or into us (eij¿ hJma÷¿ eis hemas), implying not 
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merely that we are to be shown a vision of glory (as the NRSV implies), nor simply that a glory will appear within 
us (as the NIV implies), but that the future revelation will bestow glory upon us, from above, as a gift. The way Paul 
now justifies this opening statement is to describe that future glory, and the present situation of waiting for it, in 
order to explain both his calculation and the present in-between situation both of creation and of the Christian– 
and, we might even say, of God. 

2) Creation’s longing for the coming glory (vv. 19-22). Again, we draw upon the insights of N.T. 
Wright in the New Interpreter’s Bible (iPreach): 

Paul could hardly express the longing of creation more dramatically. Literally, he writes, “For the eager 
expectation of the creation eagerly awaits the revelation of the children of God,” an obvious pleonasm (use of extra 
or redundant words for effect) that makes its own point. The whole creation–sun, moon, sea, sky, birds, animals, 
plants–is longing for the time when God’s people will be revealed as God’s glorious human agents, set in authority 
over the world. But why? Why should creation be so eager for this? And how does Paul know such a thing? 

He answers by explaining the present state of creation, drawing on Genesis 3 and other Jewish traditions. 
Creation itself is in bondage, in slavery, and needs to have its own exodus. It has been “subjected to futility,” not 
deliberately (it did not rebel as humankind rebelled), but because God subjected it to corruption and decay, 
creation’s equivalent of slavery in Egypt (“the slavery which consists in corruption,” v. 21). God did this precisely 
in order that creation might point forward to the new world that is to be, in which its beauty and power will be 
enhanced and its corruptibility and futility will be done away. And, if one dare put it like this, as God sent Jesus to 
rescue the human race, so God will send Jesus’ younger siblings, in the power of the Spirit, to rescue the whole 
created order, to bring that justice and peace for which the whole creation yearns. (This cannot be reduced to the 
old liberal Protestant “social gospel”–from which the resurrection, which Paul here presupposes, was usually 
bracketed out.) 

The basis of Paul’s belief here must be a combination of two things: the biblical promise of new heavens and 
new earth (Isa 65:17; 66:22), and the creation story in which human beings, made in God’s image, are appointed 
as God’s steward over creation. Putting the picture together, in the light of the observable way in which the created 
order is out of joint, and the clear biblical and experiential belief that the human race as a whole is in rebellion 
against God, Paul, in company with many other Jews, saw the two as intimately related. After the fall, the earth 
produced thorns and thistles. Humans continued to abuse their environment, so that one of the reasons why God 
sent Israel into exile, according to the Scriptures, was so that the land could at last enjoy its sabbaths (Lev 26:34- 
43 [cf. 25:2-5]; 2 Chr 36:21). But the answer to the problem was not (as in some New Age theories) that humans 
should keep their hands off creation, should perhaps be removed from the planet altogether so as not to spoil it 
any further. The answer, if the creator is to be true to the original purpose, is for humans to be redeemed, to take 
their place at last as God’s imagebearers, the wise steward they were always meant to be. Paul sees that this 
purpose has already been accomplished in principle in the resurrection of Jesus, and that it will be accomplished 
fully when all those in Christ are raised and together set in saving authority over the world (see 1 Cor 15:20-28). 
That is why, Paul says, creation is now waiting with eager longing. 

Creation “awaits” the revealing of the sons of God (v. 19), that is, looks forward to the day of redemption at 
the second coming of Christ, just as believers await that day as well (v. 23b). All creation has suffered as 
the result of human sinfulness beginning in the garden of Edon. The content of that hope by creation is 
expressed in verse twenty one: “the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and will obtain 
the freedom of the glory of the children of God” (NRSV; kai; aujth; hJ ktivsi¿ ejleuqerwqhvsetai ajpo; th÷¿ douleiva¿ 
th÷¿ fqora÷¿ eij¿ th;n ejleuqerivan th÷¿ dovxh¿ tw÷n tevknwn tou÷ qeou÷.). 

3) Believers’ awaiting that day of glory (vv. 23-25).  The comments of Nida and Newman for Bible 
translators in Helps for Translators are helpful on verse 23: 

In this verse Paul adds the testimony of the believer to that of the created order. The verse begins with three 
words (“but not only”), which, as the commentators point out, mean but not just creation alone (RSV “and not only 
the creation”; JB “and not only creation”). In many languages one must, of course, fill out the ellipsis: “but it is not 
just the creation which is in pain and groans.” 

We (Goodspeed; NAB “we ourselves”) is very emphatic in the sentence order, though it is difficult to retain the 
emphasis in translation (Moffatt has tried to reproduce the full emphatic force with “but even we ourselves…even 
we”). 

A literal translation of the phrase the Spirit as the first of God’s gifts (in many translations “first fruits of the 
Spirit”) is not easy, because it introduces a technical term from Jewish thought. First, it should be pointed out that 
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the word “first fruits” is in apposition with “Spirit” (see NEB “the Spirit is given as firstfruits”). Second, “first fruits” 
is a technical term taken from the Jewish sacrificial system; it describes the first yield of the harvest or the first 
offspring of animals which had to be dedicated to God before the rest could be used. In the present context the 
word is used of that which God gives to man rather than that which man offers to God, and so the imagery has 
changed somewhat. Not only has the imagery changed, but in some places in the New Testament this word is 
used simply with the meaning of “first” (See 11.16; 1 Corinthians 15.23; 16.15). 

There are passages also where this term appears to be the equivalent of another Greek word arrabôn, with 
the meaning of “guarantee” or “promise” (of something to come, so 1 Corinthians 15.20). Evidently the NEB here 
follows the latter interpretation, while at the same time attempting to maintain the imagery of harvest: “as firstfruits 
of the harvest to come.” Moffatt and Goodspeed follow the same interpretation and also retain something of the 
imagery: “a foretaste of the future.” The TEV accepts the meaning of “first” and somewhat demetaphorizes the 
imagery: the first of God’s gifts. 

It is difficult in some languages to speak of “having the Spirit.” Rather, one has to say “we in whom the Spirit 
dwells” or “we in whom the Spirit lives.” The qualifying phrase as the first of God’s gifts may be restructured so 
that gifts becomes a verb—for example, “as the first thing which God gives us.” 

The clause structure of the second part of verse 23 is relatively complex, for not only is there a relative clause 
which modifies we, but there is an additional phrase which modifies Spirit, and this phrase must in some languages 
be changed to a clause. It may be important, therefore, to break the sentence after the expression we also groan 
within ourselves. A new sentence may then begin with as we wait. 

God to make us his sons (so also NEB; Goodspeed “to be declared God’s sons”) is literally “adoption,” which 
the RSV renders “adoption as sons.” Though in Greek the word “adoption” is a noun, Paul’s meaning usually 
comes across much more clearly when this noun is rendered as a verb phrase. The word “adoption” is the same 
word which Paul used in verse 15, but with a somewhat different emphasis. Verse 15 has reference to the present 
life of the believer, while the reference in verse 23 is eschatological, looking forward to our final acceptance into 
God’s family. Some ancient manuscripts do not include the word “adoption,” and it is omitted from the JB and the 
NAB. The evidence for its inclusion is not conclusive, but most modern translations do include it as part of the 
text. 

In practically all languages there is some more or less formal way of expressing “adoption.” It may be spoken 
of as “take us up as his sons,” consider us his sons,” or “call us his sons.” Where adoption is not a regular 
cultural practice, one may employ a descriptive equivalent such as “regard us as his sons. 

And set our whole being free is literally “the setting free of our body” (on the word “setting free” see 3.24) and 
is actually in apposition with the clause that precedes it (“adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies”; Moffatt 
“the redemption of the body that means our full sonship”). Both the TEV and the NEB make it coordinate with the 
preceding clause, while Goodspeed connects it in another way (“as we wait to be declared God’s sons, through 
the redemption of our bodies”). Paul uses the word “body,” either because he is thinking specifically of the final 
resurrection, because he is using the word as the equivalent to “one’s whole being.” The TEV follows the latter of 
these alternatives. The expression our whole being may be quite difficult to render because it is so completely 
abstract. A language may have some such expression as “the whole of us” or “us in all of our parts,” but a more 
common expression would be “every part of us” or “all of the different parts of us.” 
How do these verses relate to us today? The answer is relatively clear. Most of us can identify with the 

hope of redemption for believers at the second coming of Christ. Salvation belongs to those bathed in the 
redeeming blood of Christ, and that salvation will be fully realized only as the returning Messiah ushers in 
the eternal order of things. But this passage reminds us of the participation in and longing of the material 
world around us for that day as well. In the purging of divine judgment the old heaven and earth will pass 
away and a renewed heaven and earth will emerge, as declared in 2 Peter 3:10-15 (NRSV): 

10 But the day of the Lord will come like a thief, and then the heavens will pass away with a loud noise, and the 
elements will be dissolved with fire, and the earth and everything that is done on it will be disclosed. 11 Since all 
these things are to be dissolved in this way, what sort of persons ought you to be in leading lives of holiness and 
godliness, 12 waiting for and hastening the coming of the day of God, because of which the heavens will be set 
ablaze and dissolved, and the elements will melt with fire? 13 But, in accordance with his promise, we wait for new 
heavens and a new earth, where righteousness is at home. 14 Therefore, beloved, while you are waiting for these 
things, strive to be found by him at peace, without spot or blemish; 15 and regard the patience of our Lord as 
salvation. 

Before that day arrives, however, we are to be faithful stewards of the world God has created. Our living is 
not to further abuse creation but to help begin the process of restoration. 
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NASB 
26 In the same way 

the Spirit also helps our 
weakness; for we do not 
know how to pray as we 
should, but the Spirit 
Himself intercedes for us 
with groanings too deep 
for words; 27 and He who 
searches the hearts 
knows what the mind of 
the Spirit is, because He 
intercedes for the saints 
according to the will of 
God. 

28 And we know that 
God causes all things to 
work together for good to 
those who love God, to 
those who are called ac-
cording to His purpose. 
29 For those whom He 
foreknew, He also pre-
destined to become con-
formed to the image of 
His Son, so that He would 
be the firstborn among 
many brethren; 30 and 
these whom He predes-
tined, He also called; and 
these whom He called, 
He also justified; and 
these whom He justified, 
He also glorified. 

NRSV 
26 Likewise the Spirit 

helps us in our weak-
ness; for we do not know 
how to pray as we ought, 
but that very Spirit inter-
cedes with sighs too 
deep for words. 27 And 
God, who searches the 
heart, knows what is the 
mind of the Spirit, be-
cause the Spirit inter-
cedes for the saints ac-
cording to the will of God. 

28 We know that all 
things work together for 
good for those who love 
God, who are called ac-
cording to his purpose. 
29 For those whom he 
foreknew he also predes-
tined to be conformed to 
the image of his Son, in 
order that he might be the 
firstborn within a large 
family. 30 And those 
whom he predestined he 
also called; and those 
whom he called he also 
justified; and those 
whom he justified he 
also glorified. 

NLT 
26 And the Holy Spirit 

helps us in our distress. 
For we don't even know 
what we should pray for, 
nor how we should pray. 
But the Holy Spirit prays 
for us with groanings that 
cannot be expressed in 
words. 27 And the Father 
who knows all hearts 
knows what the Spirit is 
saying, for the Spirit 
pleads for us believers in 
harmony with God's own 
will. 

28 And we know that 
God causes everything to 
work together for the 
good of those who love 
God and are called ac-
cording to his purpose 
for them. 29 For God 
knew his people in ad-
vance, and he chose 
them to become like his 
Son, so that his Son 
would be the firstborn, 
with many brothers and 
sisters. 30 And having 
chosen them, he called 
them to come to him. 
And he gave them right 
standing with himself, 
and he promised them 
his glory. 

GNT 
8:26  @Wsauvtw¿ de; kai; 

to ; pneu÷ma 
sunantilambavnetai th÷/ 
ajsqeneiva/ hJmw÷n:  to; ga;r 
tiv proseuxwvmeqa kaqo; 
dei÷ oujk oi[damen, ajlla; 
aujto ; to ; pneu÷ma 
uJperentugcavnei 
stenagmoi÷¿ ajlalhvtoi¿: 
8:27  oJ de; ejraunw÷n ta;¿ 
kardiva¿ oi \den ti v to ; 
frovnhma tou÷ pneuvmato¿, 
o{ti kata; qeo;n ejntugcavnei 
uJpe;r aJgivwn. 

8:28  oi[damen de; o{ti 
toi÷¿ ajgapw÷sin to;n qeo;n 
pavnta sunergei÷ ei j¿ 
ajgaqovn, toi ÷¿ kata;  
provqesin klhtoi÷¿ ou\sin. 
8:29  o{ti ou}¿ proevgnw, 
kai; prowvrisen 
summovrfou¿ th÷¿ eijkovno¿ 
tou÷ uiJou÷ aujtou÷, eij¿ to; 
ei\nai aujto;n prwtovtokon 
ejn polloi÷¿ ajdelfoi÷¿: 
8:30  ou}¿ de; prowvrisen, 
touvtou¿ kai; ejkavlesen: 
kai; ou}¿ e jkavlesen, 
touvtou¿ kai; ejdikaivwsen: 
ou}¿ de; e jdikaivwsen, 
touvtou¿ kai; ejdovxasen. 

 b. Divine Help, vv. 26-30 

Notes: 
Nida and Newman, Helps for Translators, have some helpful comments about the contextual setting of 

verses twenty six and twenty seven: 
Verses 26 and 27 are closely related to verse 23 and also have a relation to verse 16. These verses contain 

the third witness to the glorious future of God’s people (see verse 8.19 and verse 8.22). In verse 22 Paul spoke of 
the groaning of the entire creation, and in verse 23 of the groaning of the believers; but now he speaks of the help 
which God’s Spirit gives, and of the way that the Spirit himself pleads with God for us, in groans that words cannot 
express. Although Paul literally says that “the Spirit comes to help our weakness” (see NEB “comes to the aid of 
our weakness”), it is much more natural in English to say, as in the TEV, the Spirit also comes to help us, weak 
that we are (see JB “comes to help us in our weakness”), It is not certain just what Paul means by “our weakness,” 
though one aspect of it is certainly that we do not know how we ought to pray. The NEB suggests “what it is right 
to pray for” as an alternative meaning of how we ought to pray, though no other translation goes in this direction. 
Although the final meaning of these two expressions (“what is right” and how we ought) is about the same, the 
structure of the Greek more nearly supports how we ought to pray. 
Also the comments of N.T. Wright (New Interpreter’s Bible) provide further understanding of these two 
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verses: 
The point Paul is making, in any case, is that the Spirit’s own very self279 intercedes within the Christian 

precisely at the point where he or she, faced with the ruin and misery of the world, finds that there are no words left 
to express in God’s presence the sense of futility (v. 20) and the longing for redemption. It is not (as some early 
scribes added to the text, followed by the NIV) that the Spirit intercedes “for us”; that misses the point, and makes 
Paul repeat himself in the following verse. What Paul is saying is that the Spirit, active within the innermost being 
of the Christian, is doing the very interceding the Christian longs to do, even though the only evidence that can be 
produced is inarticulate groanings. 

The good news about this is that God, the living, transcendent God, is in intimate touch with the Spirit, so that 
these inarticulate but Spirit-assisted groanings come before God as true prayer, true intercession. To say this, 
Paul uses another remarkable periphrasis for God (see the Commentary on 8:11; see also the Commentary on 
4:24): “the heart-searcher.” The Spirit’s work (lit., “the mind of the Spirit,” as in 8:6), deep within the human heart, 
is known to the heart-searching God. We may compare 2:16; 1 Cor 4:5; 1 Thess 2:4; since these references (the 
first two certainly, the third arguably) are to a future judgment at which the heart’s secrets will be laid bare, what 
we have here appears to be yet another example of inaugurated eschatology; God’s searching of hearts anticipates 
the final putting to rights of all things (see also Heb 4:12-13). The Spirit, he says, intercedes for God’s people, 
whom he refers to as “the saints”; he often designates Christians thus, set apart as they are for God, and this is 
a particularly appropriate context to do so, as God’s people are caught up in the inner life of God. The Spirit’s 
intercession is “according to God’s will” (lit., “according to God”). This hints at something deeper than merely 
praying in the way God wants or approves; God’s own life, love, and energy are involved in the process. The 
Christian, precisely at the point of weakness and uncertainty, of inability and struggle, becomes the place at 
which the triune God is revealed in person. 
The second section of this segment is found in verses twenty eight through thirty. Verse 28 is probably 

the best known and most frequently quoted verse in the entire book of Romans: “We know that all things work 
together for good for those who love God, who are called according to his purpose” (NRSV). The precise sense of 
the Greek text toi÷¿ ajgapw÷sin to;n qeo;n pavnta sunergei÷ eij¿ ajgaqovn, toi÷¿ kata; provqesin klhtoi÷¿ ou\sin is 
probably expressed more clearly by the NLT: “God causes everything to work together for the good of those who 
love God and are called according to his purpose for them.” 

The rationale supporting this declaration is found in the following two verses, vv. 29-30 (NRSV): “29 For 
those whom he foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son, in order that he might be the 
firstborn within a large family. 30 And those whom he predestined he also called; and those whom he called he also 
justified; and those whom he justified he also glorified.” These verses in modern times have been understood in 
a variety of ways. The comments of Nida and Newman, Helps for Translators, are insightful: 

In these two verses Paul uses a series of five verbs to describe the divine purpose and action. Each verb differs in 
meaning from the others, yet each is related to and grows out of the one which it follows. The first two verbs 
(already chosen, set apart) refer back to God’s eternal purpose before time began, while the next three verbs 
(called, put right with himself, shared his glory) describe the realization of God’s purpose in history. Before these 
verbs are looked at in detail, it will be helpful to remind ourselves of what Paul is doing in this passage. Negatively, 
he is not developing a doctrine of predestination in which he looks upon God as arbitrarily choosing some and 
rejecting others. Positively, he is reflecting on his own experience and the experience of other believers, and he 
sees this in light of God’s eternal purpose. In other words, Paul is saying that his own salvation and the salvation 
of others is a result of God’s purpose and of God’s grace; it did not happen by chance, and it was not something 
that the believer earned by his own merit. Therefore, up to this point Paul’s basic emphasis has been to show that 
salvation is by God’s grace alone and it is not due to any human effort. Now he emphasizes the other aspect of the 
salvation event, that is, that it is within the eternal purpose and intention of God. 

Our redemption at the return of Christ is the culmination of the purposes of God that were begun in cre-
ation. The message of these verses is that our God will not be deterred from that original intention, but 
instead will see it through to its realization. Of that, we can be absolutely certain. The modern doctrine of 
predestination abuses Paul’s words here with a twisted rendering of them into a Christian elitism implying 
that God’s only concern is with those predetermined already for redemption. The context rejects such 
interpretation outright. This unflinching purpose of God is the basis of His ability to turn every lemon thrown 
at us by life into sweet lemonade. 

In sum, our Christian experience -- although caught up in the struggles of a corrupt and sinful world -- 
points us to a wonderful day coming ahead when we will be set free from this corruption, along with the rest 
of God’s creation. We can shout with Paul in 1 Cor. 16:22, “Marana qa” (maran tha) “Come, Lord Jesus, 
Come!” 
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Rom. 8:12-30 Diagramed 

8:12     #Ara ou\n, 
 ajdelfoiv, 

1 ojfeilevtai ejsmevn 
2 (-------- -----)ouj 

             th÷/ sarki; 
                      kata; savrka 
             tou÷...zh÷n, 

8:13      ga;r 
           kata; savrka 
   eiv...zh÷te, 

3̀ mevllete ajpoqnhv/skein: 
     de; 
                                   pneuvmati 
   eij...ta;¿ pravxei¿ tou÷ swvmato¿ qanatou÷te, 

4 zhvsesqe. 

8:14      ga;r 
 o{soi pneuvmati qeou÷ a[gontai, 

5 ou|toi uiJoi; qeou÷ eijsin. 

8:15      ga;r 
6 ouj ejlavbete pneu÷ma douleiva¿ 

      pavlin 
      eij¿ fovbon 
     ajlla; 

7 ejlavbete pneu÷ma uiJoqesiva¿ 
     v      ejn w|/ kravzomen, 
                         Abba 
                          oJ pathvr. 

8 8:16 aujto; to; pneu÷ma summarturei÷ 
                  tw÷/ pneuvmati hJmw÷n 
                                    o{ti ejsme;n tevkna qeou÷. 

8:17      de; 
    eij tevkna, 
    kai; 

9 (ejsme;n) klhronovmoi: 
     me;n 

10 (ejsme;n)klhronovmoi qeou÷, 
     de; 

11 (ejsme;n) sugklhronovmoi Cristou÷, 
    ei[per sumpavscomen 
    i{na kai; sundoxasqw÷men. 
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8:18      ga;r 
12 Logivzomai 

          o{ti (ejsti;n) oujk a[xia ta; paqhvmata tou÷ nu÷n kairou÷ 
                  pro;¿ th;n...dovxan 
                                mevllousan...ajpokalufqh÷nai 
                                               eij¿ hJma÷¿. 

8:19      ga;r 
13 hJ ajpokaradokiva...th;n ajpokavluyin...ajpekdevcetai. 

     th÷¿ ktivsew¿        tw÷n uiJw÷n tou÷ qeou÷ 

8:20      ga;r 
14 th÷/ mataiovthti hJ ktivsi¿ uJpetavgh, 

                          oujc eJkou÷sa 
                               ajlla; 
                          dia; to;n uJpotavxanta, 
                          ejf! eJlpivdi 

8:21                           o{ti kai; aujth; hJ ktivsi¿ ejleuqerwqhvsetai 
                              /--------------------| 
                              ajpo; th÷¿ douleiva¿ th÷¿ fqora÷¿ 
                              eij¿ th;n ejleuqerivan 
                                         th÷¿ dovxh¿ 
                                                tw÷n tevknwn tou÷ qeou÷. 

8:22      ga;r 
15 oi[damen 

        o{ti pa÷sa hJ ktivsi¿ sustenavzei 
                 kai; 
            ---- - ------ sunwdivnei 
                             a[cri tou÷ nu÷n: 

   8:23      dev, 
16 (ejstivn) 

    ouj movnon 
     ajlla; 
                     kai; 
                     aujtoi; th;n ajparch;n tou÷ pneuvmato¿ e[conte¿, 
                     ejn eJautoi÷¿ 

17 hJmei÷¿ kai; aujtoi;...stenavzomen 
                     uiJoqesivan ajpekdecovmenoi, 
                      th;n ajpoluvtrwsin tou÷ swvmato¿ hJmw÷n. 

8:24      ga;r 
   th÷/ ejlpivdi 

18 ejswvqhmen: 
     de; 

19 ejlpi;¿ blepomevnh oujk e[stin ejlpiv¿: 
     ga;r 
o} blevpei 

20          tiv¿ ejlpivzei_ 
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8:25      de; 
   eij o} ouj blevpomen ejlpivzomen, 
   di! uJpomonh÷¿ 

21 ajpekdecovmeqa. 

8:26      de; 
            @Wsauvtw¿ 
             kai; 

22 to; pneu÷ma sunantilambavnetai 
             th÷/ ajsqeneiva/ hJmw÷n: 
     ga;r 
to; tiv proseuxwvmeqa 
         kaqo; dei÷ 

23                    oujk oi[damen, 
     ajlla; 

24 aujto; to; pneu÷ma uJperentugcavnei 
                  stenagmoi÷¿ ajlalhvtoi¿: 

8:27      de; 
25 oJ ejraunw÷n ta;¿ kardiva¿ oi\den 

                            tiv to; frovnhma tou÷ pneuvmato¿, 

                                  kata; qeo;n 
                         o{ti...ejntugcavnei 
                                  uJpe;r aJgivwn. 

8:28      de; 
26 oi[damen 

        o{ti toi÷¿ ajgapw÷sin to;n qeo;n pavnta sunergei÷ 
                                            eij¿ ajgaqovn, 
                               kata; provqesin 
             toi÷¿...klhtoi÷¿ ou\sin. 

8:29        ou}¿ proevgnw, 
                        kai; 
   o{ti...............prowvrisen summovrfou¿ 
                                  th÷¿ eijkovno¿ 
                                         tou÷ uiJou÷ aujtou÷, 
                        eij¿ to; ei\nai aujto;n prwtovtokon 
                                  ejn polloi÷¿ ajdelfoi÷¿: 

8:30      de; 
 ou}¿ prowvrisen, 

27 touvtou¿ kai; ejkavlesen: 
     kai; 
 ou}¿ ejkavlesen, 

28 touvtou¿ kai; ejdikaivwsen: 
     de; 
 ou}¿ ejdikaivwsen, 

29 touvtou¿ kai; ejdovxasen. 
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